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Afghans ; Tahmasp replied by summoning him to Sabzavar. Realising
that a serious crisis was developing, Nadir gave up his project of inter-
cepting the raiders, and set out for Sabzavar. While en route for that
place, he discovered that Tahmasp had sent messages to all parts of
Khurasan stating that his (i.e.*, Nadir's) orders and those of his subordinates
were to be disregarded,1 On reaching Sabzavar, he found the gates
shut in his face ; after waiting in vain for the gates to be opened, he began
to bombard the town, which soon surrendered. Tahmasp, having no
alternative, then joined Nadir and swore to be friendly to him. That
same night a number of Tahmasp's guards and retinue left for Mazan-
daran, with the object of fomenting trouble in that province. Two days
later, Nadir sent the prince to Mashhad under virtual arrest. After vainly
trying to cut off the Afghan raiders, he returned to Mashhad himself.
Almost immediately afterwards, Nadir was informed that the Turko-
mans inhabiting the plain between Durun and Astarabad were raiding the
country round the former place. Calling upon the Chamishgazak and
Qarachorlu Kurds to accompany him, he set out on a punitive expedition.
The Kurds, however, refused to obey, and attacked and defeated Ibrahim
Khan. In the meanwhile, Nadir had reached the mountain known as the
Balkhan Dagh,2 near which he met with and defeated the Turkomans.
On his return march, Nadir learnt of the Kurds' defeat of his brother,
so he advanced into their country and killed a large number of them.
Whilst these operations were in progress, one of Tahmasp's followers,
Muhammad 'Ali Khan ibn Asian by name, had proceeded successively
to Bistam and the provinces of Astarabad and Mazandaran, where he
placed nominees of Tahmasp in positions of authority. Serious dis-
turbances then broke out in the two provinces. Nadir immediately set out
for Astarabad, but turned northwards at Kafshgari, crossed the Atrak, and
crushed some rebellious Yamut Turkomans. He then went to Astarabad,
where Tahmasp joined him. Nadir marched into Mazandaran with
Tahmasp, and soon reduced the province to order ; in the course of
these operations Dhu'l-Fiqar, the leader of the party hostile to him,
was killed. After taking measures to guard the passes leading from
Mazandaran to the Tehran and Khar districts, which were in the hands
of the Ghalzai Afghans, Nadir sent an envoy, in Tahmasp's name, to the
court of Russia, to demand the restitution of Gilan.8
' This name is incorrectly given as Pul-i-Khan Daghi in the Bombay edition of the T.N., p. 53 ;
Jones omits the name altogether.
3 T.N., p. 55. Butkov (Vol. I, p. too) states that Tahmasp wrote to General Levashev, in
December, 1728, that he would shortly be entering Gilan in company with Avramov (the
Russian Consul at Resht). Regarding T?&hmasp's envoys to Russia and Constantinople
in 1727/8, see Stanyan's despatches from Constantinople ; these are in the Public Record
Office, S.P. 97, Vol. XXV.

